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Meat processing
Far Beyond EC1099

LP075 - Universal electrical head stunning
of poultry and lagomorphs

In December 2013 European legislation came into
force, regarding the stunning of animals preceding
the killing of animals for the benefit of consumption.
Dutch Vision Solutions develops stunning technology for the meat processing industry, for both
small-scale and large-scale industrial purposes.
The Dutch Vision Solutions’ applications are
falling well within crucial parameters of European
legislation regarding the slaughter of animals, which
are established in the EC1099 and/or EFSA.
A distinguishing factor is the one-person operating
comfort and easy adjustment possibilities.
The Universal head stunner is factory equipped
with a PLC which your production is logged upon.
The installed modem can be used to read your
production data via internet/Wi-Fi connection. This
way you can adjust the machine settings from any
online situation.
Price: LP075 - Lagomorf/Poultry (max. 750 mA)
€ 8,155 excl. VAT

Choose a Universal head stunner by Dutch Vision Solutions, developed for small
scale meat processing, compliant with the EU1099 norm.
Dutch Vision Solutions
Meat Processing Innovators
Zuidhoek 103, 3082PD Rotterdam - The Netherlands
+31 (0) 10 841 1843
www.dutchvisionsolutions.com
info@dutchvisionsolutions.com
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LP075 Universele elektrische kopverdoving
Lagomorf/Poultry (max. 750mA)

Rabbit/Hare

Chicken

Quail

Goose

Duck

Turkey

Ostrich

0,40A

0,24A

0,50A

0,60A

0,60A

0,4A

0,5A

When using electrical stunning exclusively
via the head of an animal, the electrodes are
attached to each side of the animal’s brains
and adjusted to the size of the animal.

Easy operation and settings
In addition to the easy one-person operating
comfort, using the LP075 you can easily switch
to a different type of stunning, if required by your
production.

In case of electrical sedation exclusively via
the head of an animal, minimal amperage is
used, as prescribed in the regulation of the EU
commission – EC1099.
See table above.

On-line with integrated modem
The Universal head stunner is factory equipped
with a mini-computer which your production
is logged upon. The installed modem can be
used to read your production data via internet/
Wi-Fi connection. This way you can also adjust
the machine settings from any online situation.

Choose a Universal head stunner by Dutch Vision Solutions, developed for small
scale meat processing, compliant with the EU1099 norm.
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